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Representing Risk and Security: Visual Imaging From Kosovo to Iraq 
 
 

In March 1999 NATO air forces, without the support of the U.N., went to war in 
Serbia and Kosovo. Just five years later on March 16, 17 and 18, 2004, major 
violence again broke out in Kosovo. The violence began after three young Albanian 
Kosovar children were drowned in the freezing river Ibar, which marks the ethnic 
division of the northern city of Mitrovica. The only surviving boy told television 
reporters that hostile Serbs with a dog had chased them into the water. Based on this 
single witness, highly partisan television channels ascribed blame to the Serbs. Within 
hours violence spread, first in Mitrovica and than across the whole of Kosovo. 
 Just days earlier a Serb Kosovar youth had been shot, leading to a Serb blockade 
of the main road between the Kosovo and Macedonian capitals of Prishtina and 
Skopje. These events sparked off the growing social, economic, demographic, 
religious and ethnic discontent in Kosovo. The riots across Kosovo involved up to 
50,000 people (many of them school- or university-age students). Serb homes were 
looted, schools were wrecked and 30 Serbian churches and two monasteries were 
damaged or destroyed. The mobs also attacked UNMIK (United Nations Mission in 
Kosovo) vehicles and property. UNMIK staff in Mitrovica were evacuated, and there 
were also attacks on the NATO KFOR forces. The riots left nineteen dead and about 
900 injured, with over 700 Serb, Ashkali and Roma homes destroyed, some already 
daubed with the Albanian names of the self-chosen next residents.  
 Here are some of the images of these events that appeared in the Western press. 
OHS1 Guardian 18 March 2004 – mourners 
OHS2 Independent 19 March 2004 – UN vehicles ablaze 
OHS3 Guardian 20 March 2004 Serb monastery badly damaged by arson; 
Independent 19 March 2004 smoke billows from Serbian orthodox church 
 The first of these images – of the mourners – is unusual in working off public 
memories of media images of the 1999 war and pre-war, fought to protect Albanian 
Kosovar victims of Serb ‘ethnic cleansing’ aggression. Let’s step back 5 years to 
March 1999. 
OHS 5 Times March 18 1999 – ‘Ethnic Albanian women mourn’ 
OHS 6 Times March 11 1999 ‘Ethnic Albanian Refugees’ 
OH 7/Times January 19 Racak massacre.  
  Five years later, in March 2004 media images and stories of Kosovo were similar 
in some respects, but also quite different. Different because in the Independent (19 
March) journalists Jete Xharra and Marcus Turner pointed to a ‘new and…worrying 
development’ as Albanian rioters ‘were…geting Finnish peacekeepers’, and their 
cover photo is of UN vehicles ablaze in Belgrade. Ian Traynor in the Guardian 
(March 18, 10) says that in the ‘worst ethnic violence in Kosovo since the end of the 
1999 conflict…UN jeeps were set ablaze and armoured cars destroyed by stoning as 
furious Albanians stormed the Serbian half of the divided town [of Mitrovica]’. 
Similar because of the emphasis on reverse ethnic cleansing. Traynor goes on, ‘While 
the Albanian majority suffered under the regime of Slobodan Milosevic before the 
“ethnic cleansing” campaign of 1998-9, halted by NATO air-power, the remaining 
Serbian minority has been in a perilous position, regularly assaulted by Albanian 
thugs, since Serbia lost the war’. Xharra and Tanner say of a scene in Obilic, ‘the 
crowd had surrounded one house that was still occupied. There was an atmosphere of 
sinister jubilation as the jeering…100 strong gang of sullen, trainerclad youths, 
bolstered by ragged gangs of children…reluctantly parted to allow US peacekeepers 
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to enter and escort a terrified man from the smoke-filled interior to a tank in which he 
was driven away’. Other journalists described the grim game played by these ‘gangs’ 
of Albanian Kosovars as they enjoyed seeing UN peacekeepers drive the taunted 
Serbs away since now there was no protection whatsoever for their homes and 
churches, which the mob subsequently torched.  
 As the new Kosovo story developed in March 2004 (just after the Madrid train 
bombing), journalists standardly adopted what they called the ‘emerging view among 
international policy-makers’. Thus Ian Traynor said in the Guardian of 20 March 
(16), ‘While the violence erupted suddenly and apparently spontaneously in response 
to the drowning of three Albanian children…the emerging consensus among UN 
officials and charity workers in Kosovo yesterday was that it was politically co-
ordinated by Albanian hard-liners. The pogroms were directed at Serbian enclaves 
scattered across the province in order to drive the minority Serbs out’ (16). The image 
carried by Traynor’s article that day – and this was a motif of the photographic 
coverage of the March events in Kosovo – was of a burned Serb monastery. In the 
Observer on 21 March, Tim Judah (author of the book Kosovo: War and Revenge) 
describes, under his heading ‘Killers draw Kosovo map’ how ‘Several small enclaves 
of Serbs have been “ethnically cleansed”. And he quotes, as he puts it, the 
‘distinguished Kosovo Albanian publisher Veton Surroi’ saying: ‘“The aim is to expel 
[Serbs] from central Kosovo by destroying their homes and churches”.’ (23). 
 It was this same editor Veton Surroi, via his newspaper Koha Ditore, who had 
provided Western media with many of its photographs of the 1998-9 ‘ethnic 
cleansing’ of Albanian Kosovars. These images – circulated especially by the strong 
Albanian diaspora in New York – had done much to gain sympathy for the NATO 
War in the U.S. and U.K. Yet now, in March 2004, the images of burnt Serb Kosovar 
homes, churches and monasteries embodied the theme of reversed ‘ethnic cleansing’. 
And they were now represented by EU officials as an attack on European culture 
itself, since the loss of priceless, irreplaceable religious architecture and art works was 
described as equivalent to what the Taliban had destroyed in Afghanistan. Kosovo’s 
Zeri newspaper quoted on March 23 the Council of EU ministers’ message to 
Kosovo’s political leaders that ‘not only their credibility but also the European 
perspective for Kosovo had been put into question. In particular, the EU ministers 
condemned the destruction of religious and cultural premises, because…“they are the 
property of all Europeans”. 
 This EU connection was an important political trope in the media debate of March 
2004 because of the ‘Standards before Status’ policy of UNMIK. Joining the EU is 
the assumed ambition of both Serbia and Kosovo (supposing it ever gains its 
independence), and the EU policy insists that Kosovo meets eight ‘standards’ before 
being ready for talks about its future ‘status’. These include: functioning democratic 
institutions; the rule of law; the disruption of organised crime networks; protecting the 
rights and property of Serbs and other minorities; a sound economic and legal basis 
for a market economy; the privatisation of socially-owned assets; and dialogue with 
Belgrade. So at least three of the themes of the March 2004 western media coverage – 
the ‘ethnic cleansing’ of Serbian Kosovars, the hardly veiled references to organised 
crime behind the ‘Albanian extremists’, and the merely token resistance from the 
democratically elected Kosovo provisional government to the attacks on Europe’s 
‘own’ cultural heritage – related directly to this debate about Kosovo’s future. 
 But in Kosovo itself, the media blamed UNMIK, and hardly mentioned the attacks 
on Serb properties till several days later (and then in a very diluted way). It is easy to 
argue, as the international community and media did argue, that this minimisation of 
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Serb suffering in Kosovo’s media was an example of bad journalistic professionalism 
in support of ethnic cleansing. But in fact there was another target of the Kosovar 
media, as of the Kosovo riots themselves. 
 What Veton Surroi was actually saying in his ‘Tragic Death of a Policy’ 18 March 
Koha Ditore article which some Western journalists referenced, was that the UN 
protectorate had failed. He blamed both the local Provisional Government (he was 
already planning his own political party to run in the October 2004 elections) and 
UNMIK, as he wrote: 

A policy died yesterday in Kosovo and it took human lives in the most 
tragic way. It was a policy where UNMiK and Kosovars had argued for a 
long time over which competence should be transferred when and to 
whom. It was a policy, which does not have leading visions, or deadlines 
to finalize them. It was a policy, which instead of concepts and solutions, 
offered generalized empty formulations of the “we are working on it” type, 
praising the past and thinking that the future will come by itself. But as of 
today, we, as Kosovars, may be in a self-destructive race. On the one hand, 
not wanting to accept that this policy has died and failed as a concept. On 
the other hand, there is the accumulated energy of violence, now 
distributing itself to the detriment of people’s lives and to the initial peace. 
Kosovo will be lucky if both competitors leave the race – both this policy 
with its representatives, and the violence coming out of a huge political 
and institutional emptiness.  

 In the same issue of Koha Ditore, one of Surroi’s senior journalists Avni Zogiani 
writes of UNMIK’s recent decision to resist pressure from Surroi and others 
(including our Albanian Kosovar journalist/research assistant) who were working 
through newly formed ‘civil society’ groups to open the ‘closed list’ election strategy 
in Kosovo. Zogiani on March 18 writes ironically of the lines of UNMIK jeeps and 
the dark-windowed government cars currently speeding through his pot-holed capital, 
Prishtina. 

[F]inally it was decided that the Kosovar citizen would again vote with 
closed lists.  Therefore, they will again choose lines of jeeps that drive at 
high speed through the streets of Prishtina, and raise dust for another four 
years. So finally, UNMIK made its ‘appropriate’ decision: closed lists for 
a closed society. Who, after all, listens to civil society and its 
burlesque? …Why after all does Kosovo need open lists, when it is closed 
itself – except when it comes to imports. Citizens of Kosovo have their 
borders closed when it comes to their passports. Life is closed. Culture is 
closed. Science is closed.  Sport is closed.  Debate is closed. Kosovo has a 
government coalition which is closed.  Or to be more precise …Kosovo’s 
culture and economy were never opened. Therefore everything in Kosovo 
suits the chosen electoral system with closed lists. 

 In interview with me in July this year about the March riots, the PDK party-linked 
newspaper editor of Epoka e Re made similar points in much stronger language, 
talking of the ‘UNMIK mafia’ and arguing that his paper will continue to support a 
virulently, even violently anti-Serb Kosovar position if necessary. But it was very 
evident that his newspaper’s real opponent is UNMIK. He says it is organised crime 
(in which he includes UNMIK) that controls his country’s ‘porous’ borders.  

Today I was in Macedonia, and literally no truck was waiting to enter 
[from Kosovo] because basically we have nothing to send Macedonia, and 
even if we had we would be prohibited from doing it. On the other hand, 
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there were a lot of trucks waiting to enter Kosovo…This international 
mafia doesn’t really try to give any hopes to Kosovo producers. They 
cannot produce anything and they cannot employ anybody. 

 This particular newspaper editor’s language may seem more extreme than others 
in his accusations against UNMIK, and especially in his claim that Italian 
peacekeeping contingents are involved in the illegal trans-border flows of cigarettes 
in the south of Kosovo. However, local informal opinion links this editor himself to 
organised crime via his former KLA connections, and he may well know better. 
Certainly, this linkage of state (army) and non-state (organised crime) activities fits 
into the classic pattern Mark Duffield describes in his analysis of the growth of trans-
border shadow economies. And Albania, where much of the illegal trans-border flow 
comes from, is known to realise a fifth of its national income through smuggling 
(Duffield 2001, 142). 
 As Duffield has argued, it is this ‘informal economy’ which has expanded and 
reintegrated marginal and failing states ‘within the liberal world system following its 
exclusion from the formal networks of the international economy’ (2001, 142). And 
certainly, at the level of the formal economy, Kosovo faces major problems. Many 
Kosovars today (including all parties in the government) argue for ‘status before 
standards’, insisting that without ‘status’ key ‘standards’ cannot be met. Without 
national status there can be no SWIFT bank transfer system, no international Green 
Card car insurance system, no ownership of a telephone code, no generally 
recognised passport, no sovereign lending from international development banks.  
Meanwhile,  

• there is 60%/70% formal unemployment,  
• only 4% of imports are covered by exports,  
• many families are dependent on the humiliating ‘black economy’ of Europe’s 

illegal immigration and forced returns,  
• 30% of the GDP depends on the diaspora, and  
• 50% depends on international donors who have been withdrawing their 

funding for new ‘post-conflict’ places like Iraq.  
Crucially, in the months before the March riots UNMIK’s privatisation strategy 
stalled in the face of Serbian legal threats. And as the International Crisis Group 
report on the March riots makes clear, there were significant security, demographic 
and media ‘failures’ in addition to these economic ones.  
 The IGC report warned that 

The international community urgently needs new policies – on final status 
and socio-economic development alike – or Kosovo instability may infect 
the whole region…If the underlying causes of that violence are not dealt 
with immediately and directly – through political, developmental and 
security measures alike – Kosovo risk becoming Europe’s West Bank. 

Those words taken together, ‘developmental and security measures’ are, as we will 
see, crucial in this discourse. 

Like Kosovo’s media, the ICG report severely criticised UNMIK, arguing that 
For its part, the self-reproducing, self-maintaining reflexes of UNMIK are 
tending to eliminate the possibility of radical thinking and critical 
appraisal from within the mission…International civil and military 
officials have seized on an orthodoxy that the violence was pre-planned 
and organised by a coherent, unified, clandestine group of extremists, a 
notion that massively accelerates the process of containing and disposing 
of 17-18 March as an anomaly… Instead of acknowledging, even 
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protesting, that the policy and mandate the international community gave 
them to work within is explosively inadequate, UNMIK is starting again to 
paint reality to fit the policy. It is a recipe for disaster. 

The constituents of that recipe for the disaster of ‘reconstruction’ in Kosovo, 
Mary Kaldor would argue, are the ‘standard formula for democratization and 
transition to the market, which includes the formal aspects of democracy, for example 
elections, as well as economic liberalization and privatization. In the absence of 
meaningful institutions through which genuine debate and participation can take 
place’, Kaldor argues, ‘and in situations where the rule of law is weak and where trust 
and confidence is lacking, this standard formula can exacerbate the underlying 
problems, providing incentives for exclusivist politics or for criminalization of 
formerly state-owned enterprises’ (1999, 133), both of which are happening in 
Kosovo. 
 That’s the first half of my paper, which is about European community and 
western newspaper talk and images of Kosovo in March 2004, and also about a 
potentially emerging alliance between the much-maligned Kosovo media and at least 
one international NGO in offering different explanations for the violence. In the 
second part of the paper, I want to turn from political to theoretical alliances, to try to 
explain the ‘explosively inadequate’ policy of UNMIK, which the ICG report focuses 
but does not explain.  
Theoretical Alliances 
 Underpinning my application to the Australian Research Council for the Kosovo 
research was a mix of theories, that included risk theory, with its familiar debate 
between ‘expert’ and ‘lay’ understandings. At the time, this led me to favour Ger 
Duijzings work on Kosovo which (paralleling those Kosovar journalists I have just 
quoted) has spoken clearly against all forms of ‘top-down’ rather than ‘from below’ 
approaches to citizenship, identity, civility and democratic political culture.  
 In his book, Religion and the Politics of Identity in Kosovo, Duijzings challenged 
Serb 1990s ‘ethnic engineering’ in that it politically exploited ‘myths of suffering’ in 
order ‘to justify further violence, making people insensitive to the suffering they 
induce upon others’ (2000,203-4). Duijzings called for an historical recognition 
instead of discrepant ‘universes of discourse’ and the ‘productivity of myth’ (2000, 
206); and focused on religious pilgrimages (in contrast to state manipulation of 
popular religious myths of violence). He argued that pilgrimages such as those to the 
Serbian Orthodox monastery at Gracanica, near Prishtina had been (even into the 
1990s) sites which crossed religious and cultural divides and therefore resisted ‘top-
down’ constructions of ethnicity. It is Duizings’ postmodernist thesis that identities 
can be ‘mixed, heterogeneous, contradictory, fragmented and incoherent’ (2000, 207), 
while it is the (often violently) ‘modernist projects’ of ‘religious regimes’, 
nationalism and state-building elites which seek to close off boundary crossings (and 
symbolise as ‘other ethnicities’ those on either side of these divides). 
 Given the emphasis of his book on the ‘dissimulation’ and performativity of 
identity, it may then seem surprising that Duizings concludes his Kosovo history with 
a rather conventional notion of media power. He argues that ‘people change their 
political allegiances to those who are currently in power…In the era of television and 
other mass media, this means that they carefully emulate what the “most” 
authoritative voice tells them to think and believe’ (2000, 36). There is a strong 
tendency here to a ‘media dupe’ notion of media effectivity that is not only contrary 
to at least two decades of media studies orthodoxy (around ‘active’ and ‘resistant’ 
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readers), but also seemingly inconsistent with Duijzings’ more general position on 
agency, performativity and the ‘dissimulating’ historical subject. 
 However, his emphasis on media control, unfashionable in some academic 
quarters though it may still be, is premised in a much greater recognition than 
theorists like Beck of what Basic-Hvratin and Duijzings call ‘the nationalistic 
environment media function’. Beck’s various ‘risk society’ theses and his tendency to 
relegate religious fundamentalism, neo-nationalism and neo-tribalism to the 
apparently (in terms of his research focus anyway) uninteresting area of ‘counter-
modernization’, bypass the everyday fact that, as Duijzings says, ‘the modernist 
project of creating nation-states is still a very important force in the world’ (Duijzings 
2000, 209) – in the U.S.A. no less than in Kosovo. This tendency in Beck, related to 
his earlier obsession with ‘scientific uncertainty’, had led, I felt, to an underestimation 
in his research of the past as against the future of risk. In contrast, focussing more on 
memory than Beck – while, like him, opposing narrow nationalist-modernist projects 
- Duijzings argued that media and popular culture can perform a profound role in 
extinguishing the fluidity of identity play, porous borders and dissimulation in 
situations of extreme personal risk. In particular, he intuits a potential role for popular 
representations of violence as one of suppressing the agency of situated, everyday 
memory. ‘Especially brutal and personalised violence is a kind of “counterpoint to 
culture”…capable of creating “blank spaces”, erasing old memories, and altering 
mental categories and beliefs...In such situations victims as well as perpetrators lose 
the images of previous coexistence and are made to forget how things used to be’ 
(2000, 33).  
 I still find this interesting, and it is supported by Mary Kaldor’s  ‘New Wars’ 
theory, where she emphasises the importance of television, radio and video as ‘rapid 
and effective ways of disseminating [the] particularist message’ (1999, 86) of ethno-
nationalism. I believe Duijzing’s theory helps explain the ethnically partisan media 
coverage in Kosovo in March 2004, which has been heavily criticised by various 
international official and NGO groups like the UN, OSCE, ICG and the European 
Stability Initiative (ESI). However, none of this really helped to explain the fact that 
Kosovars on-the-ground, in their everyday lives and their daily newspapers, see as the 
real target of their hostilities – UNMIK. By the time of the March 2004 riots, I was 
already beginning to shift my theoretical interest to some of the newer ‘security and 
insecurity’ theories.  
 In Beck’s World Risk Society (1999) terrorism rates just one mention, as part of 
his thesis of ‘global threats’ where ‘hard-to-manage dangers prevail instead of 
quantifiable risk’ (1999, 36). But for Beck writing in 2001, soon after the September 
11 attacks in the U.S.A., terrorism assumes an altogether more looming presence, as 
he begins his article ‘The Cosmopolitan State’ with the words: ‘Terrorism operating 
on a global scale has opened a new chapter in world risk society’ (2001, 14). 
Terrorism is indeed foundational to Beck’s developing contrast between the potentials 
of the cosmopolitan state and the transnational surveillance state as alternative 
outcomes of world risk society. 
 Some commentators emphasise this risk v security development in risk theory, 
and plausibly contrast Beck’s reflexive ‘logic of cosmopolitan risk management’ with 
the ‘outmoded vocabularies of national security and sovereignty’ (Spence, 2004, 1) of 
the surveillance state – and certainly my attendance at three recent international 
Security conferences – the ‘Transport Security World’ conference in Sydney in 
November 2003, the King’s College, London/Melbourne University ‘New Security 
Agendas’ conference in London in July 2004, and the Royal Melbourne Institute of 
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Technology ‘International Sources of Insecurity Conference’ in November 2004 - 
confirms this concern over the eliding of risk discourse beneath the critical 
assumptions of a new post-September 11 world order with its hegemonic discourse of 
what Spence calls ‘absolute security, terror and war’ (Spence 2004, 1).  
 Here are typical examples from the Sydney ‘Transport Security World’ 
conference that I probably don’t have to expand on. 
OHS 9: Improving Homeland Security 
OHS 10: Aviation Security Systems THEN and NOW 
OHS 11: Safe Commerce Progression Levels 
OHS 12: Incorporating commercial and governmental security requirements 
into a risk management blueprint 
 Still, not all security conference debate is of this world-changed-for-ever-after-
9/11 kind.  ‘New sources of insecurity’ is a developing academic field, and this is 
where theoretical alliances can be made that will help flesh out and challenge Beck’s 
quite vague and utopian notions of a cosmopolitan world order (via, perhaps, Mary 
Kaldor’s self-described ‘utopian inclusive projects’ (1999, 89) proposing alliances 
between international NGOs ‘and local advocates of cosmopolitanism in order to 
reconstruct legitimacy’, 1999, 123). Let me spend a little time, for example, talking 
about papers at the recent (November 2004) ‘Sources of Insecurity’ conference at 
RMIT in Melbourne where there were many good presentations from specialists in 
international relations, political science, government, sociology and communication. I 
will focus on three particular papers because they all emphasise the importance of 
media in new security discourses. 
 Firstly, in his paper, ‘Postmodern Wars: Terrorism, the Therapeutic State and 
Public Safety’, Michael Humphrey from the University of New South Wales draws 
on Mary Kaldor, Mark Duffield and Allen Feldman to discuss the notion of ‘new 
wars’. These are not understood via the ‘world-changed-for-ever-post-September 
11’discourses of surveillance security theory. Rather, they are in continuity with 
earlier post-Cold War discourses of military interventions (including, especially, 
Kosovo), when a new political lexicon for describing intra-state or non-state violence 
and warfare was coined to justify ‘new wars’. Now terms like ‘ethnic cleansing’, 
‘genocide’ and ‘terrorism’ began to be used to legitimate new military interventions, 
variously justified as ‘humanitarian war’, ‘militaristic humanism’, ‘war against terror’ 
and most recently ‘pre-emptive war’. These ‘new wars’ were distinct in not being 
inter-state wars, and in being often focussed on civilians as primary targets of 
atrocities designed to injure, kill and traumatize entire populations into submission or 
flight – precisely the Western media discourse and images surrounding the 1999 
Kosovo War and the March 2004 Kosovo riots. But Kaldor has argued that rather 
than being explained by specific causes like ‘ethnic conflict’, these ‘new wars’ are 
marked by the erosion of state monopoly over ‘legitimate violence’. This erosion has 
come from above – as new war emergencies have led to ‘war networks’ of militaries, 
UN agencies, donor governments, NGOs and corporate sector. But the erosion also 
comes from below – given the ‘privatization of violence’ by paramilitary groups, 
breakaway groups from regular armies, local warlords, insurgency groups, 
mercenaries and criminal gangs. ‘Terrorism’ can then be understood as an extension 
of privatized violence in the new post-Cold War discourse of ‘periphery states’, 
‘failed states’ and ‘rogue states’. 
 But as Humphrey emphasises, of crucial importance here is the homology 
between both ‘from above alliance’ war and ‘from below privatised’ war in the 
harnessing of networks of globalization and deterritorialization.  
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(1) On the one hand, international military responses to ‘new wars’ like that in 
Kosovo were marked by a recognition that ‘poverty’ at the ‘periphery’ was the main 
source of global insecurity and violence. So that, in what Duffield calls the 
development-security paradigm of ‘global liberal governance’, networks of 
intervention and dependence are established early between militaries, major 
international institutions like the UN, OSCE, OECD, World Bank, NGO and donor 
organizations. These alliances’ aim is not specifically the recovery of national 
sovereignty in ‘failed states’ but rather a new global interventionism on behalf of  
‘democratization’, stability through ‘reconstruction’ and the free market. Failure to 
win this stability-peace after the war can then easily lead to a new imperium in which 
terms like ‘protectorate’ gain a renewed legitimacy in the quest for ‘world peace’. As 
Humphrey argues, ‘Rather than the recovery of sovereignty of weak states we are 
witnessing the extension of sovereignty of strong states, or “empire”’ (2004, 9). And 
‘intervention, while aimed at conflict prevention, is not primarily focused on the 
recovery of sovereignty through social re-integration but on the control and 
containment of violence’ (2004, 10). This is why the ICG speaks of the need for new 
‘developmental and security measures’, and also why the fear of Kosovo ‘becoming 
another West Bank’ looms larger in international community discourse and policy 
than the ‘status’ of Kosovo as a nation state, the latter marked – to the intense 
frustration of Kosovars – by UNMIK’s years of inaction behind the slogan of 
‘standards before status’. But this ‘standards before status’ project is itself, Duffield 
would argue, embedded in the new hegemonic belief that ‘Development is ultimately 
impossible without stability’ – including private protection and human rights – ‘and, 
at the same time, security is not sustainable without development’ (Duffield 2001, 
16). The development security paradigm with its ‘project of liberal peace’ constructs 
the world’s poor as victims, denying them the right to express their grievances 
through resort to violence, while vilifying and criminalising the leaders of violence – 
which is why Albanian Kosovars lost international opinion’s support during the 
March 2004 riots.  
 Recently, the chief executive of the British Red Cross, Sir Nick Young, has 
spoken of the threat to the entire Red Cross Red Crescent movement by the mixing of 
military and humanitarian aid work roles, and by the U.S. military’s refusal to give 
the Red Crescent access to Falluja during its dismemberment of the city in November 
2004 (Society Guardian, 15 November, 2004, 2).  But as Humphrey argues, the 
perceived mixing and confusion of roles that Young fears, has already become 
systemic. ‘Because NGOs are now overwhelmingly dependent on donor government 
funds that prioritize project aims and [because] military forces have themselves 
expanded their roles to include humanitarian programmes as part of their mission, 
NGOs are easily linked to the political aims of intervention’ (Humphrey 2004, 15). 
This blurring of militaristic and aid/developmental boundaries has led to some tragic 
consequences in Afghanistan and Iraq. But equally in Kosovo it has led to extreme 
suspicion of the ‘international community’ generally (including, on occasion, our 
Australian Research Council-funded researchers). Kosovars know that lurking, paper-
thin, behind the ‘development’ agencies of the U.N., OSCE, the international donors 
funding their television stations, and the various NGOs are their partner militaries. 
This assemblage of civil, political and military institutions was symptomatically 
represented in March 2004 by Guardian journalist Ian Traynor, when, under the 
image of the burnt Serb orthodox monastery in Prizren, he quoted Nato chief Jaap De 
Hoop Scheffer saying, ‘Things are going the wrong way’, and it looked as though K-
For was in Kosovo ‘to stay’ (March 20, 16). 
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(2) On the other hand, as commentators like Duffield have noted, ‘liberal peace’ and 
the ‘new wars’ resemble each other in their networked character, in so far as they are 
both privatized networks of state and non-state participants operating transnationally 
and outside the competence of any single state government. In a series of case studies, 
Duffield notes the networks of local warlords, military, aid agencies, financial 
institutions and multinational corporations that enable the ‘new wars’. And 
Humphrey notes the further parallel between the media relations of  ‘new wars’ and 
‘liberal peace’, drawing on Feldman to argue that ‘Mediatized images of danger and 
risk are circulated as “risk-events” open to manipulation by both state and terrorists. 
The spectatorship of events is central to the public safety wars as well as to the 
terrorist challenge to the legitimacy of war making and peace making’ (2004,11). As 
Feldman says, U.S. home and international security converge through the ‘mass 
circulation of images of public safety reinforcement’ (2004, 79). The new wars 
function as cultural imaginaries rather than solely as geo-strategic instruments. These 
wars, says Feldman, are ‘geopolitical cultural forms that can achieve a specific 
internal hegemony within the American public sphere through the symbiosis of 
internalized fear and other-directed aggression’ (73) – including, in Feldman’s view 
terrorism, but also viral scares like BSE and SARS 
 Humphrey notes here the power of a new coercive governmentality that ‘polices 
surfaces’. Thus, ‘Television replays of the last moments of taped surveillance of 
Mohammed Atar and his co-conspirators passing airport security checks before 
boarding the doomed flights in New York provoke that question…what clues were 
overlooked?’ (2004, 11) – and this ‘policing of surfaces’ was very much the focus of 
the Transport Security conference that I attended in Sydney. This form of policing 
emerges, Feldman argues, with the disappearance (post 9/11) of enforceable physical 
territorial borders and the creation of new boundary sites that are virtual and 
mediatized, such as the ‘electronic, bio-metric and digital surveillance nets’ (2004, 
74) offered at the Sydney conference. But equally, as Humphrey emphasises, the 
spectatorship of events in new wars is promoted by the networked association of El 
Qaeda, Al Jazeera and U.S. television, which together brought Osama Bin Laden 
directly before U.S. voters just prior to the November presidential election. In this 
way military-industrial command surveillance is challenged by ‘a decentred and 
spectacular event based politics of mobilisation’ of world audiences (Humphrey 2004, 
1) 
 This networked character of affiliations and assemblages are also the focus of the 
RMIT conference paper on ‘visual imaging technologies’ by Kirsty Best from the 
University of Ottawa. Best tries to differentiate war-event genres within what 
Feldman calls the ‘Visual Cultures’ of the new wars. Appropriately drawing on 
Deleuze and Guatarri’s notion of assemblages, Best contrasts the first Gulf War with 
the Iraq War as television events. In the Gulf War, she argues, the visual technologies 
associated with precision aerial strikes - the diagram and the map - and the complexity 
of technology requiring expert explanation reached audiences via satellite feed and 
instant live television, so that the ‘various planes of technology worked to accrete 
layers of abstraction between the raw bodies of tens of thousands of Iraqi casualties 
and the American viewer’ (2004, 6). In contrast, although the Iraq War also began 
with abstract aerial combat and then used embedded journalism to control information 
flow once the combat moved to the visually messy ground war, various assemblages 
of technological and human agents revealed ‘the body in all its rawness’ (2004, 6). 
The Al Jazeera television network provided graphic images of both Arab and U.S. 
casualties, much to Donald Rumsfeld’s fury. The weblog www.memoryhole.org used 

http://www.memoryhole.org/
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the Freedom of Information Act to post images of dead U.S. soldiers’ caskets, after 
the U.S. government (mindful of Vietnam War experience) embargoed the television 
showing of these images. Perhaps most potently, the Abu Ghraib images, taken by 
U.S. soldiers on digital cameras, created, Best argues, a ‘problematic excess’ for 
other, more governmentally controlled images of the Iraq War. Feldman notes that 
while ‘Shock and awe’ is the theatrical manufacture of technological events as 
history, it is accompanied in new wars like Iraq by ‘the creation of non-events of 
invisible violence or collateral damage as the non-historical’ (78). Thus whether as a 
citizen of Falluja under U.S. assault, or as an inmate of Abu Gharib prison, ‘the 
individual immersed in everyday life, who is the building-block of democratization, is 
essentially disposable in the peripheral filters of the inattention that is at the heart of 
ideologies of collateral damage and excuse’ (Feldman, 2004, 78).  
 However Best argues that in the case of Abu Ghraib, ‘the indexical quality of the 
images coupled with their inexplicability…worked positively to disrupt more 
flattering and heroic images of warfare. The very fact that they were taken and 
distributed by soldiers themselves, the perpetrators of the acts, leaves a trace on the 
images which may serve to affect viewers more deeply than journalistic depictions of 
civilian damage and bloodshed’ (2004, 12). 
 Even as she speaks of these assemblages of alternative Iraq imagery revealing ‘the 
body in all its rawness’ (2004, 6) and of human experience breaking through, Best is 
perfectly aware that experience itself is always-already mediated, and framed by 
particular discourses. But what she is challenging here is the pessimistic view of 
Zizek about contemporary U.S. people’s supposed ‘refusal to know’, and also 
Feldman’s notion of ‘risk-event’ wars that create ‘spectatorship ideologies of 
inattention and distraction for the televisual witness’ (Feldman 2004, 78). In contrast, 
Best argues for a determined and desperate ‘drive to meaning’ among spectators of 
these media risk-events that can take the path of alternative ways of knowing – via 
identity, affect, or visceral ethics. Often, as she acknowledges, this drive to meaning 
is recuperated quickly within the familiarity of a national-collective, with its 
conventional self/Other narrative closures. As Naomi Klein has written, this clearly 
happened with ‘the face of Falluja’ image of 20 year-old Marine, James Blake Miller, 
‘the Marlboro man’ who closed off earlier ‘alternative’ images of U.S. contractors’ 
bodies burned and hanging from the same Falluja Bridge that Miller has now 
‘pacified’. Website chatter at the time of the media circulation of this image confirms 
both personal xenophobic and corporate closures around a national victim/hero 
psyche, which was quickly mobilised by U.S. capitalism to re-invigorate and 
challenge, for example, an earlier risk narrative around media and smoking. Clearly, 
similar closures occurred around the Abu Ghraib images, and in current research I’m 
tracing various discourses around Abu Ghraib from their publication and divergent 
representation in international newspapers through to their occlusion during, so far, 
three national general elections in late 2004  – in Australia, Kosovo and the U.S.A., 
with the U.K. still to come. 
 But, Best argues that the Abu Ghraib images also had an alternative technological 
impact, since they draw on  ‘a media form which bears a strong imprint of its 
indexical origins. And if they had not existed or been released to the public, they 
would not have had an impact at all…They create a near-distance that would not 
otherwise have been able to break through layers of indifference and structure’ (2004, 
14). 
 Best draws here on Don Ihde’s notion of media’s ‘near-distant’ relationship to 
viewers, in the sense that media technologies enable the audience ‘to interface with 
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the distant through a particular rendition close to us’ (Best 2004, 8). It was this ‘near-
distant’ audience relationship to the mediated images from Abu Ghraib prison which, 
Best argues, allowed them to ‘readily relate to the pain, suffering and confusion 
permeating the images of a tortured body’ (2004, 10).  
 Another use of the notion of near-distant and embodied-disembodied media-
technological relations came in the third paper from the RMIT conference I want to 
look at, Damian Grenfell’s ‘The Violence in Aceh: Local Conflicts, Nationalist 
Struggles and Global Processes’.  
 Like Humphrey and the other theorists I’ve mentioned, Grenfell rejects the 
media’s ‘ethnic in essence’ explanation of the ‘new wars’ like that in Kosovo and, 
likewise in his own case study of the Aceh liberation struggle against the Indonesian 
government. He challenges media representations of the conflict over Aceh that saw 
the struggle ‘as both specifically local and anti-modern in character’. In contrast, by 
‘situating the secessionist war in relation to a discourse over conflict, nation-forming 
and globalisation’, like other participants at the ‘new insecurities’ conference Grenfell 
argues ‘that the modes of communication, production, exchange and organisation that 
are central to the conflict are each frequently constituted within highly abstracted 
forms of social integration carried out across a global domain’ (1994, 1-2).  For 
example, he notes that the Australia-based academic Lesley McCulloch, who was 
arrested and imprisoned for visa infringements was able to communicate 
internationally by sending text messages via her hidden mobile phone; and similarly 
U.S. journalist Billy Nesson, who spent some months in the field with the Aceh 
liberation force, used a mobile phone to call news agencies and academics. The bits 
of news that these two provided made up parts of news reports, email bulletins and 
informed policy decisions by a whole network of people internationally. 
 Like Best, Grenfell points to both the control and libratory aspects of this ‘near-
distant’ media relationship. For example, in the latest round of fighting in Aceh, the 
Indonesian government chose as its first major offensive a huge drop of paratroopers 
near Banda Aceh. This had little military value, but ‘for the rest of Indonesia and a 
global audience, it signalled a more general position of Jakarta’s intent to ensure the 
continued “integrity of the nation”.’ In this ‘new wars’ context, Grenfell argues, 
knowledge of the conflict builds up for most people ‘not from first-hand experience, 
but via modes of disembodied communication of digital interchange transmitting 
information via complex technology across the globe’ (1994, 16), and – as in the case 
of the promotion of the need for the Kosovo War in 1999 by Veton Surroi’s 
photographic images – it helped to orchestrate world opinion and international policy 
formulation. 
 Still – and this is also like Best - Grenfell wants to bring ‘everyday’ embodiment 
back into this picture of disembodied global communication. As he says, ‘It is true 
that Lesley McCulloch could speak to the world only because of a global 
communications system. Yet, it was also only possible because she was able to rely 
on having the phone smuggled in and out of jail so that it could be recharged. The 
point here is that the disembodied was still linked to embodied interactions, based 
around immediate relations of trust where the phone, and the knowledge of her 
actions, were placed in the direct hands of another’ (2004, 17).  
 Grenfell concludes, however, that neither international media nor international 
peace and development workers tend to take advantage of this relationship of 
disembodied and embodied. The international media’s ‘representation of Islam as a 
key to both Achenese identity and to the current violence adds to the sense that the 
war between opposing forces is bound to the uniqueness of that place…Violent 
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“trouble spots” that pose threats from Fiji to Papua New Guinea and from the 
Philippines to Aceh are only linked together through a spectre of fear and 
threat…[O]ften simply by erasure, a whole series of connections and relations are not 
carried by media representation of the conflict’ (2004, 9). The media’s resort is often 
to a version of ‘new barbarism’ thinking, in so far as it is thought that cultural 
difference relates to identities which are seen as deeply and historically rooted, and 
violence is thus seen as emerging out of ancient tribal feuds. As Duffield says, the 
simple messages of new barbarism ‘produce a powerful narrative that occupies an 
important place in the popular media and in popular anxieties’ (2001, 113) – as they 
clearly did in the western press during the March 2004 riots in Kosovo. 
 The problem with peace workers is, in a sense, the opposite one. As Grenfell 
argues, ‘peace monitors or development workers tend to move between conflict zones 
around the world. Working for organizations such as the…UN, the World Bank, the 
International Crisis Group or Oxfam…they increasingly become integrated into social 
relations through institutional mechanisms that come to be mediated via abstract 
technologies carried across a global domain. Skills associated with monitoring, aid 
and development, or “capacity building” come to be generalised skills applied from 
conflict to conflict with little sense of the actual immediate site at hand, and are held 
increasingly together by global communications systems that further abstract the 
relations around the world’ (2004, 24). 
 Like all the commentators I have discussed here, Grenfell is insisting that the war 
in Aceh ‘is as much a product of global processes as it is local influences’ (2004, 25), 
and his discussion of different groups of experts, from international journalists to 
international development and ‘capacity building’ professionals adds a new 
dimension to risk theory’s ‘expert/lay’ debate. It is also highly relevant in detail to 
Kosovo. On the one hand, international journalists tend to miss the global 
developments of ‘new wars’ and ‘global liberal governance’ in their search for local, 
hidden, embodied ‘ethnic’ extremists behind the March 2004 riots in Kosovo. On the 
other hand, the rapid and regular movement of UN and OSCE officials from one 
trouble spot to another – for example, the average contract of OSCE officers in 
Kosovo is 6 months – leads to a structural loss of organisational memory, even while 
local Kosovars see the ‘standards before status’ policy leading on for years into the 
future. OSCE strategy in Kosovo is based on a kind of abstracted ‘reaction to the last 
event’ in the Balkans’ –so that, for example, UN/OSCE organisational overlap and 
policy confusion in Bosnia was supposedly catered for in Kosovo by dividing their 
various function roles across the four ‘pillars’ of the OSCE. But nowhere is there – as 
the former OSCE senior media advisor in Kosovo Willem Houwen told me – any 
stepping back from the continuous flow-on effect of the ‘new wars’ to critically 
consider their international provenance. Indeed, as Duffield sees it, EU organisations, 
donor governments, aid agencies and the UN system are all to varying degrees 
marked by this problem, deriving from rule-based bureaucratic organisation. Rapid 
staff turnover, the associated limited institutional memory and corresponding 
reinvention of development policies which have already failed elsewhere occurs, 
Duffield argues, ‘because it satisfies sufficient organisational needs to make it a 
system probability. It gives agency managers the appearance of innovation and the 
acceptance of new challenges. To junior staff anxious to build careers on the basis of 
fixed-term contracts, periodic repackaging allows the possibility of direct 
involvement. In such an environment, a lack of institutional memory coupled with 
multi-levelled information discontinuities can be a positive benefit’ (2001, 264). 
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Conclusion 
 What I have been arguing here is: 

1. That western media coverage of the Kosovo riots of March 2004, locked as it 
was into notions of ethnic cleansing, tended to ignore or downplay local, on-
the-ground interpretation of these events, while yet slipping into their own 
over-localised versions of ancient tribal conflicts as a ‘new barbarism’. 

2. That while aspects of an ethno-nationalist paradigm, which was massively 
present in the Milosevic years and is still present in Kosovo, can be explained 
by Duijzings’ shift of risk theory from future uncertainty to past ‘myths of 
suffering’, the uncertainty present in Kosovo today – as with other regions 
involved in ‘new wars’ – requires another theoretical approach; 

3. This theoretical approach I find – despite some risk theorists’ concerns - in the 
recent ‘sources of insecurity’ debate, which examines the homology between 
above-down and below-up alliances and assemblages of the ‘new wars’ and 
the ‘global liberal governance’ paradigm; 

4. That media technologies, mobilised from above and below, become a key part 
of these ‘new wars’ versus ‘development-security’opposition, and work 
through a spectrum of disembodied/embodied relations; 

5. And finally, that neither international media nor international humanitarian 
personnel engage sufficiently with the spectrum of the abstract/local, 
disembodied/embodied relations, tending to either the abstractions of short-
term contact with new communities every few months or to the over-localised 
emphasis on ‘ethnic cleansing’ or local religious wars.  
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